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With the “sweetness" of yesterday we return to 
daily life, to the rhythm of work, fraternity and 

prayer of this XXI General Chapter 

«With such a good friend present, one can 
suffer everything  » (Sta Teresa de 
Jesús) 

It is vital to "know" from  the heart that 
Christ continues to go on and do good. 

We are called to live in relationship, not 
to be  depositors of norms, precepts and 
laws. 

Every day, during its 24 hours we update 
the death and resurrection of Jesus. 
Christ lives!! 

And live in relationship. We can not 
expect a life different from that of 
Christ, that which is prolonged in the Life 
of the Church. 

Today,  day of St. Teresa of Calcutta,the Indian demarcation animtes the 
liturgy and Mn Juan Esquerda Bifet, a well-known missiologist, presides over 
the Eucharist. He is a simple man who transmits wisdom and peace through 
his  little person. 



The new Stage is already underway in the Chapter 
Hall: Planning. 

Wait a little because first there is 
personal reflection and, only afterwards, 
the groups will meet. The morning will end 
with the sharing. 

Today’s work, how to go about is explained 
starting from the peripheries, which 
resulted from the  study of  reports done 
in communities –groups. 

The  protagonists in this stage- The 
WORKING GROUPS  have been formed. 

Of course,  we present them to you right 
away. 

Today's Coordinator is Nati Fernández 
and also is present in the hall, Oscar 
Urriago  (Advisor-Facilitator) 



We can find the Capitulars behind these 
doors 

The Chapter Room has been empty for a few hours 

¡ Let's find them! Those indicated in bold are the 
secretaries of the groups. 



From  left to right: Gina Pios (Philippines), Cruz Antonia Sandoval (Central 
America-Caribbean), Silvia Romero (Argentina), Elsie Ybera (Philippines), 
Rosaria Kim (Korea), Carmen Ibáñez (Europe),  Raquel Díaz (General 
Councillor). 



From left to right: Cecilia Andrés (Superior General), Magdalena Ha 
(Korea), Julita Kasang´azi (Kenya), Angélica Conde (Europe), Carmen Rosa 
Palacio (General Coordinator  for Formation), Santana Rosario (India), 
Dioselina Hernández (Colombia); 



From left to right: Theresa Ani (Kenya), María Pilar Miguel (Europe), 
Susana Pucha (Colombia), Oscar Urriago, (Advisor-Facilitator) Marigold 
Magbanua (Philippines), Lidia Wrona (Europe), Liliana López (Colombia), 
María J. D´Souza (GeneralCouncillor). 



From left to right: Ana María Ruiz (General Secretary), Natividad 
Fernández (Europe), Wilma D´Silva (India), Teresa Romaní (Peru), Isilda 
Dos Reis (Europe) ; Loida Tortogo (Philippines), Beatriz Mejía (Colombia). 



From left to Right : MaryKutty Mathew, ( India) Luz Marina Ochoa 
(General Councillor),  Victorine Silga (Ivory Coast), Victoria Mesina ( 
General Bursar), Ana María Díaz (Europe), Lidia Merlo (Argentina), Gracia 
Navarro (Europe). 



From  left to right: Josefina Byon (General Councillor), Lila Ramírez 
(Peru), Lidia Mardones (Chile), Nelly Rodríguez (Central America-
Caribbean), María Ángeles Lizarraga (Ivory Coast), Sor Ángela Gómez 
(Colombia) y Flordeliza  Presquito (Philippines). 



The morning session is over and we are in the dining room 

After lunch, we said goodbye to Rose and Gertrudis, members of the CMS of 
Africa and Korea respectively. This afternoon they return to their countries. 



The afternoon has begun with the continuation of the sharing on the 
peripheries. The questions were answered: 
What peripheries should we prioritize? 
For what reasons are we going to prioritize those peripheries? 

Prayer, dinner and farewell to the couple, CMS members  
(Pedro José and Teresa-Europe and Laura (Central 
America-Caribbean). The first ones will leave tonight and 
Laura will leave tomorrow in the early hours. 

At the end of the Assembly, the following work is presented: 

What challenges do we find in the societies and groups that we live? 

  The work dynamics will be the same::  

Individual Reflection 

Group work (Choose maximum three challenges per group)) 

The  assembly, that  will be tomorrow 

¡Until tomorrow, if God wills! 


